
Ch. 10: Fundamental of contact between solids

Actual surface is not smooth. At atomic scale, there are always defects at 
surface, such as vacancies, ledges, kinks, terraces. In micro or macro scale, roughness always exists. Even at extreme scale such as 

surface of a planet, the roughness has the same features at macro or micro 
scale. What are the observable features of surface roughness? 

Surface roughness has multi-scale feature. A rough surface contains a smaller 
scale of roughness at highe magnification. Ex. Surface of the earth is rough, as 
well as that of a mountain, a hill, a rock,etc.

Characterization of roughness is difficult. One method applies statistics by 
distribution of height of peaks, or by their accumulative frequency. 



A normal distribution (Gaussian) will show a straight line of cumulative graph 
using log scale.
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Roughness can be reports as Ra, Rq or others. They are average value of peak 
height distribution. Different roughness values use different way to average the 
peak height. 

Sensitivity of different kinds of roughness value are different. Each kind of 
roughness value has different sensitivity to different surface feature. In the 
example above, Ra is not so sensitive to the peak height, but rather to the volume 
of the material above datum. But Rq shows large difference of values for the two 
kinds of surface.



Spatial distribution of peaks can be characterized by graph of R() and .
Or can be seen from the value of *, which show the rate of change of slope of the 
normalized R() graph. 

Generally, a very smooth surface is not desirable, as well as the very smooth surface.
Why so?
This also depends on the severity of contact load.



Real contact area is the summation of contact area of each asperities. 

Nominal contact area is the macro scale contact area. This includes real 
contact area, and any void and non-contacting regions between the rough 
surfaces.

At asperities, actual stress at contact point is much larger than the average stress 
(nominal contact pressure) calculated by load divided by nominal contact area.

There have been studies of real contact area. The value of real contact area is 
difficult to be estimated. However, by converging roughness levels, a 
approximation can be done between relationship between real contact area and 
applied load. It was found that as the level of roughness increases, A varies with 
W1. 

There are several models for calculation of real contact area, for example,
Onions and Archard model:



Mean pressure does not depends on the apparent contact area.
For a rough surface, there is a specific proportionality between load and 
real contact area. 

As load increases, plastic deformation becomes the dominating kind of 
deformation. Real contact area value approached apparent contact area value, as 
deep grooves and depression become intact. Level of plastic deformation of 
contacting surface can be estimated by three models.

Larger degree of plastic deformation, wear of contacting surface is likely. This 
is because plastic deformation causes permanent damage to the asperities.

Effect of sliding on contact between solid surface.

During sliding due to an applied tangential force, asperities dig deeper as the 
surface which resists the force is reduced to one side only. Ramping effect will 
eventually lift the asperities up, slight increases separation between the two 
surfaces.



The high asperities have larger effect to wear of surface, compared to the lower 
ones. Some low asperities loose contact with the surface during lifting off. 

Wear debris generated by plastic deformation can be trapped in grooves or 
depression between asperities. This in effect reduced the actual contact real 
of the two surfaces. Lumps of wear debris eventually replace asperities as the 
site of true contact. 

Friction and Wear
Friction is the dissipation of energy between two sliding bodies.
Four basic empirical laws:

Are they true?

Where do the static friction coefficient and kinetic friction coefficient apply?

When the tangential force is less than the friction force (static), there is an 
elastic displacement, in submicron scale. This is due to elastic deformation of 
asperities.



Effect of rate of friction force application:
(a) Low rate of 20 N/s (b) High rate of 20000 N/s

• Low rate agrees well with classical understanding, there is a static and kinetic 
friction coefficient. The later has a smaller value. Abrupt sliding occurs.
• High rates show a continuous change of friction force (as well as friction 
coefficient) and displacement before gross sliding occurs.

Stick-Slip phenomena

Moderate rate of friction force application: rate of displacement of 
system can follow. No vibration of the system.
Rapid rate of friction force application: only part of the body adjacent 
to the contact can follow, resonance can occur, causing severe 
‘stick-slip’. This is particularly true for a low stiffness materials due to
the ease of elastic deformation of the body adjacent to the contact 
area.

Structural difference between Static and Sliding Contacts

Static Contact: Random distribution of contact points.
Sliding Contact: Lesser number of larger contact areas. Sliding movement is 
mostly affected by the large asperities (lumps) or large trapped wear debris. This 
may be due to lift-off effect at asperities in contact during sliding. 

Loss of wear debris is an irreversible process. Once it leaves the contact 
surface, it cannot reenter. In addition, a larger stress exists at center of contact 
area, compared to at edges. It is likely for wear debris to move toward edges 
of contact surface, and finally leave the contact area, rather than moving inside 
the contact area indefinitely.



Other contact phenomena in Rolling

Corrugation: formation of wave-shaped profile on the rolled surface by repeated 
rolling contact.
Traction: Ability of a roller to sustain a tangential contact force while continuing  to 
roll, with negligible resistance to motion.

Coefficient of rolling friction: The force required to maintain steady rolling / load.
A smooth hard metal roller (rail wheel) has low value of 0.01-0.001. 
A soft material roller (rubber tire) adheres to underlying surface, will generate a 
high level of resistance force. 

Coefficient of adhesion: Maximum tangential force (traction force) that can be 
sustained at the rolling contact, divided by load.

Coefficient of adhesion defines the resistance to skidding by the roller when a 
braking torque is imposed. Typical values are 0.1-1.0. 

Wheel cannot generate traction without micro-slip. A wheel always slips during 
rolling!
Micro-slip occurs due to the restricted movement of roll surface by the flattened 
contact area. 

The larger r, the larger magnitude of slip.

Micro-slip Frictional Heat

Large amount of energy is dissipated in form of heat. Heat generation is 
concentrated at asperities which make contact, causing large temperature rise. 
The larger sliding speed, the larger heating power (heat generation/unit time).  



Additional effect is expansion asperities in contact, forming lumps (thermal 
mounds) which cause additional contact friction, and create more heating effect. 

This is especially true for a dry sliding of material with low thermal conductivity.

Characterization of Wear

Wear Volume:

Specific wear rate (or wear coefficient!)

k = V / (WxL)

where k is specific wear rate (m3/N-m) 
V is wear volume (m3)
W is load (N)
L is sliding distance (m)


